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First-day jitters·
QB Michael Greco experiences ups and
downs in first UCF start -SEESPORrs,A1s
Technolog

GOOGLE
LAUNCHES OWN

BROWSER
Google launches its own internet

browser,opening up a new challenge in
cyberspace to Microsoft and its
dominant Internet Explorer.
The Web search leader said the new
browser, caUed Google Chrome, would
'add value for users and, at the same
time, help drive innovation on the web'.

Senator's ordeal ends with removal
Cook found guilty ofmisfeasance by 22-7-1 vote
JILLIAN KROTKI
Staff Writer

SGA Sen. Webster Cook
rested his head in his hands as
the trial that determined his
removal from office dragged
on last Thursday.
A hearing was held in the
Student Union to determine
whether or not Cook would
be impeached for the affi-

davits filed against him at a
Catholic Campus Ministry's
Mass on June 29.
Cook had three charges
against him, consisting of
malfeasance, misfeasance, and
conflict of interest. The SGA
Senate would need a twothirds vote against Cook on
one of these counts in order
for him to be impeached.
Cook was found guilty of mis-

Webster Cook
listens to testimony
against him at the
SGA trial on
Thursday evening.
Avote of 22-7-1
found him guilty of
misfeasance and
removed him from
his office position.

feasance, which is defined as
the wrongful performance of a
normally lawful act.
Thomas Oreste, Chair ofthe
Legislative Judicial and Rules
Committee, began the hearing
by encouraging all senators to
come in with clean slates and
make their decision based upon
the facts presented.
PLEASE SEE

SARAH ROGERS
/ CENTRAL FLORIDA
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SENATE ON A14

Bush
•

SftJLES INCR EASE
FOR PLAYSTATION

PORTABLE

Sales are improving in Japan for Sony
Corp:s PlayStation Portable handheld
video game machine, and a beefed up
version with a dearer display is expected
to add momentum,a senior executive
said Tuesday.The portable game
machine faces tough competition from
Nintendo DS - the11.lndheld machine
from the Japanese manufa<;turer of
Pokemon and Super Mario.games.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

ON-AND OFF-CAMPUS
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE AT FAIR
Get off the couch and get a job atthe
Part-time Job Fair. The fair will offer job
opportunities and information for both
on-campus and off-campus employers.
The fair is today in the Pegasus
Ballroom in the Student Union.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

CAMBRIDGE LOOKING
TOWARD SOAPS TO
CHANGE IMAGE
Cambridge University wants to change
its elitist image and it thinks soaps can
help. The University said Tuesday it had

written to producers of Britain's three
leading soaps about induding
Cambridge in their story lines to shed
the current perception of the school.

STEFANIE KUNCMAN
Contributing Writer

UCF Marketplace dining hall and Knightro's
dining facility have discontinued the use of trays to
save water and energy.
"The marketplace welcomes
approximately
4,000 visitors a day," Julie
Bream, marketing manager for UCF Dining Services, said. "Each tray
requires approximately a
half ~Ion _o f heated water
to wash. so by eliminating
the trays from the Marketplace, we're saving about
2,000 gallons of water
daily or approximately
half a million gallons a
year."
There is a 25 percent to
30 percent reduction in
food waste per person on
trayless days, according to
a study conducted by Aramark's titled "The Business and Cultural Accep- ·
tance Case for Trayless
Dining."
Aramark provides food
services for the dining
facilities, stadiums and
arenas of 600 colleges and
universities throughout
North America.
Aramark's study on
trayless dining said removing trays will decrease
waste and conserve natural resources, as well as
save money by using less
energy, water and cleaning
agents. They also believe
trayless
dining
can
promote
a
healthier
lifestyle.
Bream said the environment will benefit because
UCF will no longer be purchasing plastic trays made
from oil. She said no more
broken or damaged trays
will go into landfills.
PLEASE SEE

NATION & WORLD, A4

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL
CONVENTION TRYING
TO GET BACK ON TRACK
Republicans set aside the first agenda
to focus on hurricane relief in the
opening hours of its national
convention, only to see the scaled-bade
program for Day One overshadowed by
family disclosures from Sarah Palin.
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green
act
•

Sustainability Act
affects colleges
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Staff Writer

President Bush signed all
provisiens of the Higher Education Sustainability Act into
law on August 14 as part of
the new Higher Education
Opportunity Act of 2008 (HR
4137). UCF endorsed the
environmentally-focused act,
and is currently waiting for
funding so that it can compete for the grants outlined in
the legislation.
As a result of HESA's
approval, the Department of
Education will create a grant
program for university sustainability and conduct a
summit on higher education
sustainability.
The
act
amends the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow the
secretary of education, in
consultation
with
the
administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, to
offer competitive grants to
colleges and universities to
establish, research and evaluate sustainability programs as
w ell as implement environmentally friendly curricula
and academic programs.
"Colleges are a natural
breeding ground for the kind
of innovation we need to
move t9 new, environmentally-friendly energy sources,"
Sen. Patty Murray, D-Wash.,
the Senate sponsor of HES.A.
said in a press release on the
Senate's official Web site.
"Our young people lmow the
stakes. They lmow that develPLEASESEE GRANT ON A14

A2

AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

Get a part-time job at job fair
Get off the couch and get a
job at the Part-time Job Fair.
The fair will offer job opportunities and information for both
on-campus and off-campus
employers.
The fair is today in the Pegasus Ballroom in the Student
Union at 10 a.m.
Call 407-823-2361 for more
information.

Hear about hurricanes from a pro
Chris Mooney, an enviromental scientist and political
enthusiast, will be at UCF
today to give a lecture on hurricanes and sign copies of his
new book.
The event will be in the
Pegasus Ballroom in the Student Union at 6 p.m.
Call 407-823-2373 for more
information.

UCF Art Gallery kicks off the season
The UCF Art Gallery's first
exhibition of the 2008-2009
season is opening with a reception tomorrow.
The gallery will displayart
from three faculty members:
Keith Kovach, Laine Wyatt, and
HadiAbbas.
The gallery is located in
Room 140a of the V1Sual Arts
Building.
Call 407-823-3161 for more
information.

Get information needed for ajob
Career services is hosting a
s€ssion were you can gather
information about the job market.
The session is at the Career
Services Office, located in Ferrell Commons, at 4 p.m.
Call 407-823-2361 for more
information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Hanna heads to Florida;
Crist declares state of emergency
TALLAHASSEE -

Florida

Gov. Charlie Crist has issued a

state of emergency as Tropical
Storm Hanna looms.
Hanna is the third storm to
threaten Florida in three weeks,
and the fourth hurricane of the
season. It was forecast to move
into the southeastern and central Bahamas on Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Hanna was a hurricane
Monday, but had weakened
back onto a tropical storm
Tuesday.
Crist says Florida should be
ready for flash floods and winds
up to Ill mph.
However, there is no certainty Hanna will hit Florida. Current forecasts show it could
also make landfall in coastal
Georgia, the Carolinas or elsewhere.
The emergency declaration
allows the state to more easily
mobilize employees,
law
enforcement personnel and
other resources.

Fourth active storm forms in
Atlantic with 40 mph winds
MIAMI - A new tropical
storm has formed in the eastern
Atlantic to make a total of four
named storms currently at
large.
The National Hurricane
Center says Josephine is the
10th named storm of the
Atlantic hurricane season.
Josephine has top sustained
winds near 40 mph and is moving west at 15 mph. It could be
near hurricane strength on
Wednesday or Thursday.

Jaguars offensive tackle shot
outside apartment early Tuesday

•
•

JACKSONVILLE - Jacksonville Jaguars player Richard
Collier was shot while waiting
for some women outside an
apartment early Tuesday and
suffered
life-threatening
injuries, authorities said
Collier, 26, and former Jags
player Kenneth Pettway were in
a car when a gunman shot into
the vehicle, said Jacksonville
Sheriff's Office spokesman Ken
Jefferson. Collier was shot several times but it's not clear
where he was hit, Jefferson said
Collier was listed in critical
condition at Shands Jacksonville Medical Center, a hospital official said.
PLEASE SEE
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UCF student Elaine Felix was crowned the winner of the Miss
Florida Latina Beauty Pageant during a three-day event from Friday
to Sunday. Felix is a molecular biology and microbiology major at
UCF and is involved with the school's American Medical Student
Association, International Medical Outreach and Pre-Professional
Medical Society.
"It is almost unbelievable," Felix said "I never expected this in my
life and I am so excited."
Felix said, "I saw it as a
good growing experience
for me personally, and it's
been exactly that; I've
learned how to be more
confident in myself and
it's been kind of a learning experience, and I am
glad I did it."
In addition to school
activities, Felix is a
member of the Calvary
Chapel South Orlando.
The Miss Florida Latina Beauty Pageant was
the first beauty pageant she has been in.
"It's great, it's just
great
excitement,"
Alan Felix, Elaine's
brother said. "I love
my sister to death,
and I am just happy
for her."
Jonathan Virgilio,
Felix's
boyfriend
added, "It's amazing,
it's the best thing
that could ever happen right now. It's
just awesome."
The
event,
which was held at
the Lake Buena
V1Sta Palace Hotel
near the Walt
Disney
World
Resort, was divided into 't hree difCOURTESY ELAINE FELIX/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ferent
competi- UCF student Elaine Felix, a molecular biology and microbiology major,
tions - swimsuit, was crowned the winner of the Miss Florida Latina Beauty Pageant
evening gown and
personal interview.
The event opened with the contestants of both the Miss Florida
Latina competition and Miss Florida Teen Latina competition performing a dance number wearing trench coats and top hats. The
event was presented by the hosts Giancarla Sambo, the pageant's
organizer, and Samaria Martinez, the 2007 winner of the Miss Florida Latina Beauty Pageant - in both Spanish and English.
Contestants were allowed to speak in the language in which they felt
the most comfortable with.
"Latino women like to look good, we like to dress up," Sambo, the
organizer and state director of the Florida Preliminaries of the Miss
Latina Pageant said. "even if it's just for the supermarket or running
errands. It's something really big. And we like shows; if it's something really lively, we like music, we like our culture."
Sambo said, "I lmow that there are a couple oflocal pageants looking at us as an example of what a statewide and national pageant
shoul~ be like, so we're really proud to be an example to other pageant directors and to be an example of what other Latina girls can
accomplish."
In the past, Sambo competed in both the Miss USA and Miss
Puerto Rico Beauty Pageant systems.
The pageant has been a part of Florida's beauty pageant scene for
25 years. The first pageant was held in Miami in 1983. In 2007, the
pageant was brought to Orlando due to the city's tourist destinations
and its central location.
As the winner of the pageant, Felix will receive an all-expenses
paid trip to San Antonio, Texas, where she will compete for the 2008
National Miss Latina Beauty Pageant crown. In addition to the
chance to compete in the national Miss Latina competition, Felix will
also receive a prize package, including custom-made jewelry, complementary spa services, special appearance contract and free pageant coaching services.
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Benjamin Badio

LET .US KNOW

Today

•

TODAY IN DETAIL

Thursday

Today: Winds east-northeast at 16
mph with a maximum humidity of
68 percent.
Tonight: A10 percent chance of precipitation with winds from the northeast at 14 mph.

T-STORMS

Friday
T-STORMS

High:88°
Low:75°
High:87°
Low:74°

The E:uture wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.co
m. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Friday edition.
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•
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Group~ safety,·awareness for college women
BRIANNE BARTA
Contributing Writer

J

)

WHO ARE THE VICTIMS?

The nation's largest
WOMEN
7 percent of girls in grades5-8 and 12 percent of girls in grades 9MEN
anti-sexual assault organi1out of every 6 American women have been the victims of an
About 3 percent of American men have experienced an attempted
12 said they had been sexually abused.
zation, Rape, Abuse &
attempted or completed rape in their lifetime (14.8 percent
or completed rape in their lifetime.
Incest National Network,
completed rape; 2.8 percent attempted rape}.
• 3 percent of boys grades 5-8 and 5percent of boys
released information in<;li• In 2003, 1 in every 10 rape victims were male.
in grades 9-12 said they had been sexually abused.
cating that college-aged
17.7 million American women have been victims of attempted or
• 2.78 million men in the U.S. have been victims of
women are four times
completed rape.
sexual assault or rape.
In 1995, local child protection service agencies identified 126,000
more likely to be sexually
children who were victims of either substantiated or indicated
assaulted than· any other
9 of every 10 rape victims were female in 2003.
sexual abuse.
CHILDREN
age group.
15 percent of sexual assault and rape victims are under age 12.
As the fall semester
While about 80 percent of all victims are white, minorities are
• Of these, 75 percent were girls.
begins, the women of UCF
somewhat more likely to be attacked.
• Nearly 30 percent of child victims were between
• 29 percent are age 12-17.
should be aware of this stathe age of 4 and 7. '
• 44 percent are younger than 18.
tistic to help reduce their
Lifetime rate of rape /attempted rape for women by race:
• 80 percent are younger than 30.
risk of an attack both on
93 percent of juvenile sexual assault victims know their attacker.
• 12-34 are the highest risk years.
and off campus.
• All women: 17.6 percent
• Girls ages 16-19 are 4 times more likely than the
"The FBI ranks rape as
• White women: 17.7 percent
• 34.2 percent of attackers were family members.
general population to be victims of rape, attempted
the second most violent
• Black women: 18.8 percent
• 58.7 percent were acquaintances.
rape, or sexual assault.
crime next to murder,',. said
• Asian Pacific Islander women: 6.8 percent
·• Only 7 percent of the perpetrators were strangers
Lynn Parrish, a spokes• American Indian/Alaskan women:34.1 percent
to the victim.
woman for RAINN. "You
• Mixed rttce women: 24.4 percent
can never be completely
-WWW.RAINN.QRG
safe, but knowing the facts
can make someone more
cautious in potentially-dangerous situations." .
Web site statistics. In order
Although some students to help ensure conviction
may consider UCF to be of offenders, RAINN u:r:ges
their second home, getting victims to preserve evitoo comfortable can lead to dence by not bathing,
"
decreased awareness, m-ak- brushing -their teeth or
ing assault more probable.
washing their clothes until
"The university setting they receive medical atten- .
is a unique environment tion or see the police.
that can foster a false sense Immediately writing . a
of community and securi- detailed description of
"Janet" denim stirrup pants. $88.
ty," said Scott Berkowitz, exactly what happened
''Vale" _silk habutai studded tunic. $108.
president and founder of during the attack is also
RAINN. ''.Almost two- encouraged.
thirds of rapes are commitIf a victim suspects they
Available at Florida Mall and
ted by someone who "is have been drugged, they
Seminole Towne Center.
known io the victim. That's should ask to have a urine
why it"f critical for stu- sample tested once they get
dents tq be aware of their to a hospital. Students, can
surrountlings and .peers."
also seek medkal attention,
In hopes of decreasing counseling, STD/HIV testsexual violence on college ing and more at UCF's Viccampuses, RAINN com-· tim Services office located
posed a list of their Top 10 at Research Parkway and
Back to School Tips:
Technology Drive.
1. Get to know your surCharlotte Hewkin, a
roundings and l~arn a well- UCF victim advocate, said
lit route back to your dorm that although Victim Seror place of residence. If you vices is just off campus, the
are new to the campus,. Black and Gold route No. 9
familiarize yourself with stops outside the building.
the campus map and know
"This locatiorr provides
where the emergency· confidentiality for victims,
phones are.
and parking is free,''
2. Trust your instincts. If Hewkin said. "Victims only
you feel unsafe in any situ- need to provide a first
ation, go with your gut. If name and a safe contact
you see something suspi- number when asking to
cious, contact your resi- speak with an advocate; no
dent assistant or campus other information is necespolice immediately.
sary unless they are in need
3. Avoid being alone or of immediate medical
isolated with someone you attention due to severe
don't know well. Let a injuries."
trusted friend know where
Students can also serve
you are and whom you are· as advocates to friends who
with.
they know have been vic4. Be careful when leav~ timized. If a student is with
ing online away messages. the victim directly after the
Leaving information about assault, don't judge their
your whereabouts or activ- reaction. Instead, assure
ities reveals details of your them that there is no wrong
location that are accessible way to react to the situato everyone.
tion. Simply being a gooq
5. Try not to go out alone listener and going with the
at riight. Have a buddy sys- victim to get help is a way .
tern in place with your to be supportive.
roommate or with someTo get an idea of just
one you trust. Avoid the how pressing the issue of
ATM and jogging at night.
sexual assault is on our
6. Keep the phone num- campus, the UCF Police
bers of both your campus Departmep.t releases crime
escort service as well as the statistics each year that are
campus police with you at available to students in the
all times. ·
Campus Safety Guide.
· 7. Don't accept drinks
"UCF has about the
from people you don't same rate of assaults as
know ·or trust and never dther college campuses,''
leave your drink unattend- said Cpl. James Roop of
ed.
UCF Police. ''.A Fisher,
8. Always watch your Cullen and Turner study on
drink being prepared. Try Campus Sexual Assault
to get your drink· directly • among female students
from the bartender or wait- indicated that· there· are 35
er.
attempted and/or complet9. Never loan your room ed sexual assaults per 1,000
key to anyone and always female students per acalock your door.
demic year."
Emergency call boxes
10. Avoid putting music
headphones in both ears so strategically pliJced at UCf
that you can be more aware make our campus more
of your surroundings, espe- secure and provide immecially if you are walking diate assistance to a stualone or at night.
dent who feels threatened
Despite these tips, 01: is in danger.
assault is not always
''.An emergency call from
preventable, but there are the blue-light cc1.l l boxes
still ways to be protected.
anywhere on campus takes
The first suggested an average of two minutes
thing to do after an attack is for a response to_arrive,"
get to a safe place and call Roop said.
911. Sixty percent of
Besides being on call,
assaults go unreported. . UCF Police further their
Since
1993,
however, efforts of reducing attacks
reporting has increased by by offering a monthly selfone-third, according to the defense class for students.
RAINN Web site statistics. The next cla_ss will be held
"Many victims don't go Sept. 18 from 6 to 8 p.m. for
to the police because they $5. Students can register by
feel as though it is their calling 407-823-0258.
fault,'' Parrish said. "It our
If you feel you have been
job to assure victims that sexually violated, UCF Victhey are not alone and that tim Services can be
sexual violence is never reached through the UCF
their own fault.''
Police Department disBecause so many cases patch at 407-823-5555. The
APPLY TODAY!
of sexual assault go unre- RAINN Web site and hotEarn Dillard's
tSubiect lo credit approval. Certificates for opening
a Dillard's credit card occount wm anfye With the
ported, only 6 percent of line are also available
Make Shopping
Reward Points
Dilard's Qrd am expire 60 days Imm issuance.
rapists end up in jail, resources at www.rainn.org
More Rewarding Every Time You Shop In Reward Cer!Ificates When You Open An Account •
See credit apptir.ation fiJ Rewards program terms.
according to the RAINN or 1-800-656-HOPE.
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TI9.er Woods announces
wife is expecting in late winter
ORLANDO
Even with
his golf done for the year,
Tiger Woods found something to celebrate Tuesday:
His wife is pregnant with
their second child
Woods said on his Web
site that Elin is expecting in
late winter without being
more specific on a due date.
He has not played since his
U.S. Open victory in June, and
two weeks later had reconstructive surgery on his left
knee that put him out for the
year. Woods' first child,
daughter Sam, was born on
Monday after the 2007 U.S.
Open.
..1-

MANISH SWARUP / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Rood victims rest in the shade of tree outside a relief camp in Saharsa about 17S miles
northeast of Patna, India, on Tuesday after the Kosi River burst its ba!lks two weeks ago.

Republican national convention
trying to get back on track

Tuesday criticized the EU for
its position on the talks.
"This _p olitical signal is
wrong, I would say; incorrect,
and it is also addressed to the
wrong side," Russia's EU
envoy; Vladimir Chizhov, was
quoted as telling Interfax.

ST. PAUL, Minn. Republicans set aside "the·
agenda to focus on hurricane
MIAMI A wealthy
relief in the opening hours of
Venezuelan
businessman
their
national convention,
went on trial Tuesday on U.S.
only to see the scaled-back
charges -th.at he illegally acted
program for Day One overas his government's agent in
shadowed by jarring disclo- Fundraiser raises $65 million ·
an elaborate scheme to consures about the family IOQild for muscula, dystrophy
ceal the source of$800,000 in
work life of John McCain's
LAS VEGAS Jerry
political cash carried in _a suitrunning mate, Sarah Palin.
Lewis raised a record $65 mil-·
case into Argentina.
· Republicans were eager to lion for the Muscular DystroProsecutors say Franklin
get the convention back on a phy Association in his annual
Duran, 40, was doing the bidmore conventional track Labor Day telethon, a benefit
ding of Venezuela's intelliTuesday; but the program was that also made a pitch for
gence service when he and ·
in flux. Officials said it was those inconvenienced by
others used promises of $2
likely to include more overt Hurricane Gustav.
million in cash and veiled
speechmaking than the openThis
year's
22-hour
threats of violence to ma.l<ie
ing-day; when Laura Bush and telethon added a special plea
the cover-up work. The FBI
Cindy McCain headlined as for MDA-registered families
taped dozens of conversathe hurricane-focused public· · forced to leave their homes
tions between Duran and his
face of the party.
because of the hurricane;
alleged cohorts on the teleThe .Gulf Coast storm had which made landfall Monday
phone and in South Florida
already thrown water on the in Louisiana. The storm.
restaurants and coffee shops.
convention's official start affected nearly 5,000 MDA
Jury selection began Tueswhen Palin disclosed that her families needing services in
day before U.S. District Judge
unmarried 17-year-old daugh- their new location, the organJoan Lenard, with the trial
ter was pregnant. The news · ization said
expected to take up to six
was followed by the
Lewis also utged viewers
weeks.
announcement
that
a
private
to
contribute
to the Salvation
Duran, who has pleaded
lawyer had been hired to rep- Army's emergency disaster
not guilt}', faces up to 10 years
resent the Alaska governor in services.
in prison if convicted of conThe 2008 haul for the 43rd
spiracy and failing to register__ a state investigation into her
firing of the state's public annual fundraising blitz was
with the U.S. as a Venezuelan 1
$1.2 million more than last
safety commissioner.
,
agent.
For a second day Tuesday; year's total.
Lewis said he was prePalin had no. public events
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
scheduled. Her only public pared not to exceed the 2007
comments Monday came in a number because of the slugbrief statement with her hus- gish economy.
band about their daughter's
pregnancy and decision to Study shows American workers
marry the father.
· to get small raises
·
'We're proud of Bristol's
NEW YORK- U.S. workdecision to have her baby and ers can expect skimpy raises
What's in the news at
even prouder to become in their base salaries next
colleges around the country
grandparents,'' the statement year, but top performers may
said
still fatten their paychecfS
Cambridge using soaps
with merit compensation.
to shed exclusive image
A study released Tuesday
Thailand3 prime minister
LONDON - Cambridge
by Hewitt .· Associates, a
declares astate of emergency
University wants to shed its
BANGKOK, Thailand hlllil$1 resources consulting
elitist image. It thinks soap
Thailand's prime minister firm, found base pay will rise
operas can help.
declared a state of emer- by 3.8 percent in 2009, markThe university said Tuesgency Tuesday in Bangkok to ing the seventh consecutive
day it had written to producrestore order after overnight year of flat growth.
ers of Britain's three leading
One-time performanceclashes between government
soaps, "EastEnders," "Coroopponents and supporters based pay, however, is
nation
Street"
and
left one person dead and 43 expected to grow by 10.6 per"Emmerdale," about includinjured
cent. That's down slightly
ing Cambridge in their story
· ' Samak Sundaravej called from 10.8 percent this year
lines - a change from typical
it the "softest means avail- and 11.8 percent in 2007.
plots that revolve around
Performance-based
able" to end the violence. But
Britain's pub culture, workunder the sweeping powers rewards are popular since
ing class woes and messy
that give the military the right they don't commit compasexual escapades.
to restore order, authorities nies to ongoing costs, said ,
Spokesman Greg Hayman
can suspend certain civil lib- Ken Abosch, leader _of
said approaching the shows
erties, ban ·all public gather- Hewitt's compensation con- one is set in a gritty Lonings of more than five people sulting business. The survey
don neighborhood, another
and bar the media from measured one-time performin a downtrodden Manchesreporting n ~ that "causes ance-based awards and did
ter community and the third
not include raises based on
panic."
'
in a rural village - was part
Samak gave no timeframe performance.
of a bid to correct the percepfor how long the decree
tion that Cambridge was "not
would stay in effect but said it Former attorney general
for young people from ordiwould be over "moderately mishan~led top secret files
nary backgrounds."
quickly."
·.
WASHINGTON
"We've very keen to
After a meeting of senior While serving as attorney
attract the brightest and best
security officials, Army Con;i- general, Alberto Gonzales
students regardless of their
mander Gen. Anupong mishandled top secret docubac;kground," Hayman said.
Paochinda called a separate ments, risking the release of
"One of the better ways of
news conference in which he classified information about
communicating directly with
repeatedly' stressed that the two· of the Bush administrapotential students is to talk to
army's goal is to avoid vio- tion's most sensitive counthein through the soaps and
lence.
terterrorism efforts - a surother programs they watch."
veillan~e program and
Like all British universiEuro11ean Union wants Russja
detainee interrogations.
ties, Cambridge and its rival
to pull troops from Georgia
Mishandling classified
. Oxford are governmentBRUSSELS, Belgium materials violates Justice
funded, and they are under
Threatening to delay talks on Department regulations and
pressure to become mpre
a political and economic removing them from special
inclusive.
agreement, the European secure facilities without
The government wants
Union has warned Russia to proper authorization is a
half of all young people to
pull its troops back from crime. But a report issued
attend university by 2010,
positions in Georgia.
·
Tuesday by the Justice
which means universities
The threat Monday to Department's inspector genneed to target all economic
delay the talks set for this eral says the agency decided
backgrounds.
'
month on a "partnership and not to press charges against
In some ways Oxford and
cooperation
agreement" Gonzales, who · resigned
Cambridge - elegant, afflucame after Britain and east- under fire last year.
ent universities known colLawyers for Gonzales
ern European nations held
lectively as "Oxbridge" out for a tougher line. But acknowledge he did not store
resemble U.S. Ivy League
Europe's dependence on or protect the top secret docschools, which have long
Russian oil and natµral gas uments - a set of handwrittried to attract minority and
ten notes about the surveildeterred s~onger sanctions.
-less well-off students through
"I think we found an lance program and 17 other
scholarships and outreach
excellent compromise (by) papers - as he should have.
programs.
not going back to business as But they say he did not intenSeveral elite colleges,
1:1sual, but still making clear tionally mean to risk letting
including Harvard and Yale,
that we want to maintain unauthorized people see
have set family income
contact with Russia," said them, and say there's no evithresholds below which stuGerman Chancellor Angela dence that occurred.
dents pay no tuition.
Merkel
However, R_ussian officials
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Venezuelan businessman on
trial for smuggling cash ·
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YOUR

COUP.O N BOOK

. in the student union today

·
or print your coupons oriline at

UJUJW.I<n~gheJVeUJspapers.conzf

[ID~ [p..__,,
Unlimited Meals per Week

1& Meals per Week
10 Meals per Week
JC...
,I

•

150 Meals per Semester
1oo Meals per semester
50 Meals per Semester

· Visit our Business Office in Ferrell Commons # 109 or check Us out at
UCF ~
. www"ucfdining.com for more information!

Office of Student Involvement
Student Union, Room 208
P.Q. Box 163245
Orlando, FL 32816-3245

Phone: (407) 823-6471
Fax: (407) 823-5899
E-mail: osi@mail.ucf.edu

Website: www.getinvolveducf.com

•
CAB

1uun - 12pm First Homecoming Organizational Meeting.

Student Union, Room 224 Egmont Key
1uun - 1pm VUCF Presents GREEN RIBBON DAY. We will table

outside of the Student Union to raise awareness about organ and
tissue donation as well as become organ donors by signing a donor
card. Student Union South Patio

7Pm - SGA Senate Meeting. Student' Union, Room

Knightcast is UCF's only student-run radio
station. 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
Knightcast is blowing out your speakers with
some of the best hits from Hip-Hop to Country
to Gospel to Caribbean. Whatever your taste,

218

Knightcast plays it. Or maybe you want to
express your views and share you musical
stylings, You can apply to be a Knightcast DJ!
Just visit our website at www.Knightcast.org!
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Orlando.composer CREATEs·with area youth
SHARON WEAVER
Contributing Writer

Two of the greatest composers in world history; Mozart
and Be~thoven, began composing when they were young. In
hopes ~ t the youth of today
would have opportunities to
create music, Orlando composer Stephen Goldman initiated a
competition called Young Composers Challenge (YCC), with

the support of UCFs Center for
Research and Education in
Arts, Technology and Entertainment (UCF-CREATE) and
the Orlando Philharmonic
Orchestra. Toe competition is
in its fourth year.
This year, about 100 young
composers participated in a
workshop on March -1, with
world-renowned composers
including Goldman and UCF
Faculty Member Dr. Stella

Sung.
orchestra," Sung said. "This
Sung, the UCF-CREATE initiative is unique. A single
director, joined YCC early on. individual stepped up to the
She helped Goldman to plate to hire an orchestra for
develop the schedule and to the benefit of these young
organize the competition. people and for them to hear
"The workshop in March was their compositions being
very successful,". Sung said. · played by a full orchestra."
"At the end of their day the
Dr. Lisa Mills, a faculty
students got to see, hear, and member at the UCF School of
feel the orchestra play:• .
Film and an affiliate at UCFAfter the workshop, par- CREATE, has been working
ticipants had the summer to on a documentary about YCC
work on their own musical since the summer of 2007.
compositipns. On August 1, 45 Mills described Goldman as
compositions were submitted "extremely generous, a phifor consideration. The judges lanthropist in the true sense of
include Goldman, Sung, com- the word, an amazing man."
·posers Dan Crozier and Keith
Mills saw. an opportunity
Lay and· Music Director to make a documentary film
Christopher Wilkins.
about the challenge. "It is a
"They are all winners unique story to tell because
already," Sung said. "This · participating in the competicompetition is about author- tion is a very daunting task for
ing students."
these students. It is no small"Most composers wait thing," she said.
· "Children are fearless,"
their entire lives to hear their
compositions played by an Mills said. "They have that

freedom to express that new music in the future."
In her hopes of seeing
adults don't." Mills points out
that the students 'are YCC become bigger, Sung
between childhood and said, 'We would love to see it
adulthood. They are 14- to 18- go national, where students .
years-old. They struggle to from all over the U.S. commaintain creativity while also pete."
Sung urged everyone to
growing up." Toe competition is open to children ages ·attend the upcoming concert
to suppqrt the young com13 to 18.
Toe film will be "about posers. "It will be fun to see
growing up and the compos- these kids' compositions
ing process," Mills said. "Also played by a full orchestra."
Toe orchestral and threeabout the parents who are
extremely supportive and chamber-ensemble finalists
nurturing. They are all about will be announced today. In
addition to cash prizes, the
the children."
''The concept of irrtists as Orlando - Philharmonic
introverted or isolated in cor- Orchestra will play the finalners may be at its end with ists' work during a free, public
concert on Sept. 28 at the Bob
this generation," Mills said.
Mills's film on the chal- . Carr.
, For more information on
lenge will be released around
YCC please visit WWW¥oungthe summer of 2009.
"It is critical to nurture composerschallenge.com
young composers," Mills said, Information on UCF~CRE"if we do not nurture them ATE can be found at
now, we are not g9ing to have http://create.cah.ucf.edu.

Do you know what you want
to do
graduation?

mm:

.

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore.students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can _a pply for available scholarships.

Incentives • Up to $15,000 tuition per year

~ $900 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

include·

.

. • Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Maiors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airtorce.ucf .edu

How Do I Text
UCFNE.WS to 44636?
Do you want to get
news and updates
from the' Central
Florida Future?

I.

-2 .

Grab your_cell phone.

Select messages on your
. m_ain menu

Reply A•to set alert. .

3.

Write a new text ~essage,
"UCFNEWS" ·

this message to 44636
4. Send
(41NFO).
.
and begin receiving
5. news alerts
about UCF!
Reply A

•
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•

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968]

Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone· from the Central Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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•hole Foods Market· Winter Parle

..

, Universi , Blvd.

ON YOUR CELL PHONE
FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

How Do I Text
UCFNEWS to 44636?
UCFKNIGHTS

You have successfully

subscribed to UCF
Knights.

I.

Grab your cell phone.

Text stop to end at
any time.

2.

Select messages on your
main menu

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFKNIGHTS"

4..

Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).

5.

Begin receiving
UCF Knights Football Scores!

'

11

•
•
Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
*C arrier text messaging rates apply
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Evacuees waiting fo return to New O leans
ROBERT TANNER AND VICKI SMITH
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - Anxious
evacuees across the country
clamored to come home Tuesday after Hurricane Gustav
largely spared New Orleans and
southern Louisiana. but were
cautioned to wait for the restoration of power and other critical
services knocked out by the
storm.
Officials set up checkpoints
around the city and hard-hit
neighborhoods and promised
the National Guard and state
police would stop people not
authorized to return. The city
didn't expect to reopen until
Thursday at the earliest.
"I can't get upset, because this
is an emergency; you know,'' said
88-year-old Malvin A Cavalier
Sr., who was turned away as he
tried to return home. ''I just have
.to be calm and try to do the best
I can. If I have to sleep in my car
again tonight, I have to do it."
A day after the city's
improved levee system kept the

streets dry as a disorganized and
weakened Gustav passed overhead, there was quiet pride in a
historic evacuation of nearly 2
million people. Only eight
deaths were attributed to the
storm in the U.S. The toll from
Katrina three years ago exceeded I.600.
'The reasons you're not seeing dramatic stories of rescue is
because we had a successful
evacuation," said Homeland
Security Secretary Michael
Chertoft: "The only reason we
don't have more tales of people
in grave danger is because
everyone heeded ... the instructions to get out of town."
The focus turned to getting
those 2 million people back
home. Gov. Bobby Jindal said
officials are focused on taking
care of the roughly 1,000 critical
needs medical patients evacuated from hospitals and nursing
homes, while also working with
utilities to restore the more than
1.4 million power outages the
storm left behind
In the shelters, people far

complex confirmed that Hurricane Gustav was nowher
near as destructive as Ka ·
and Rita, but resumption f
production and refining co d
still take a few days or moce.
The market also reflected lessened fears as oil prices fell
$5.75 a barrel, closing at the
lowest level since April
President Bush, who moni- MICHAEL CHERTOFF
HOMELAND SECURITY SECRETARY
tored the storm from Texas,
said that while it's too early to
assess Hurricane Gustav's
damage to U.S. oil infrastructure, it should prompt Conaway from their homes were. industries.
Earl K Long Medical Cen- gress to OK more domestic oil
growing restless. There were
fights at an overcrowded shel- ter in Baton Rouge had to production. He said when
Congress comes back from
ter in Shreveport, where doc- move high-risk patients tors worried about medica- including some moved there recess, lawmakers ''need to
tions running out and took before the storm from other understand" that the nation
several people to the hospital. hospitals - after its own needs more, not less domestic
production.
He
At a church in Fort Worth, power went out and its gener- energy
Texas, Denise Preston was ators kicked in. More than 30 planned to tour Louisiana on
rushed to the hospital with a patients might have to be Wednesday.
For those who did stay
fever. The new mother moved, said Dr. Michael
endured a 12-hour bus ride · Kaiser, chief medical officer behind, cleanup began. Dickey
with her infant son, just a week for the LSU Health Care Ser- Arnold, SJ, rode out the storm
after giving birth via Caesare- vices Division. Those includ- with his wife and granddaughan section, to flee her home ed 16 adults in intensive-care, ter in Franklin, 100 miles to the
about 60 miles southwest of six in labor and delivery, eight east of New Orleans. · The
newborns and a number - he owner of a residentia1 glass
New Orleans.
Gustav is no longer a hurri- didn't know offli_and how · business said he didn't see
much work ahead, fmding few
cane, but is still an ugly storm many - on dialysis.
In Mississippi, where sec- homes with broken windows
that's expected to dump several inches of rain in northern tions of the Gulf Coast were or structural damage after
Louisiana and east Texas. fm- still isolated by flood waters, driving through to'\\711.
"That's mostly what i see
dal said Louisiana was only at Gov. Haley Barbour urged re~"halftime" and was worried idents not to return to their when I went riding around
town: tre~ damage, so thank
the damage from rain could homes until Wednesday.
John Furey, 65, of Pearling- God for that," he said
exceed Gustav's pounding of
Authorities tried to keep
ton, sat at an island in the
the coast.
"This is a serious storm that flooded kitchen of his 70-year- those who did flee Franklin
has caused serious damage in old brother Pat's home. Both and the rest of St. Mary Parish, .
O\J.1' state," Jindal said before were still working to repair both near the epicenter of the
leaving Baton Rouge for a hel- damage from K~trina when storm, from coming back too
icopter tour . of the · mostly . Gustav arrived - the only two soon. Officials don't think
rural, low-lying parishes along floods to hit John's red brick there is power anywhere in
the parish, and the focus is first
the state's southeastern and home since 1964.
Initial inspections of the on restoring electric to the
central coast, also home to the
state's oil and natural gas Gulf Coast's_extensive energy hospital and courthouse. Sher-

'The reasons you're not seeing
dramatic stories of rescue is
because we had a successful
evacuation.'

iff's deputies were mostly
picking up tree limbs from
roads and watching homes
where trees fell onto roofs.
fmdal said state officials are·
deferring to local communities on when they will reopen.
Electric crews started work on
restoring power to the nearly
80,000 homes and businesses
in New Orleans - and more
than 1 million in the region that remained without power
after the storm damaged transmission lines that snapped like
rubber bands in the wind
I
Jindal said there were I
11,000 crewmen working on
bringing back power to /
Louisiana, w here the storm
mostly damaged transmission
lines - meaning large groups
of customers could see he
lights and air con ditioning
come back all at once. Still, fmdal warned those without
power not to expect a fix
overnight.
t
The New Orleans sewer
system was damage d, and
hospitals statewide w ere
working with skeleton crews
t~
on backup power. Drinkin
water continued to flow ·
the city and the pumps tha
keep it dry never shut down'
- two critical service failings
that contnbuted to Katrina's
toll. The FAA said the city's
airport was expected to
reopen at 7 p.m.
Like Jindal and Chertoff,
Nagin took pride in a J?a5sive
evacuation effort t\)at succeeded in urging p ople to
leave or catch bu es and
trains out: Almost 2 million ·
people·left coastal Louisiana,
.and only about 10,000 people
rode out the storm in New
Orleans.

MATT SLOCUM / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Power lines are downed by Hurricane Gustav on Tuesday in Franklin, La. People evacuated from the New Orleans and Southern Louisiana are anxious to return to their homes but
they have been caution to wait until power arid other critical services that were knocked out by the storm are restored. .
.
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Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is riot en_o ugh
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') $180/mo. ~\
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GARDENS OPEN AT 6:00 PM • MOVIE TIME 8:30 PM
Romantic movies plus beautifu_l gardens. Bring a blanket or .
chairs and dinner picnic basket; Vendor selling sandwiches,
popcorn & drinks.
$7 plus tax adult, $2 plus tax child (K- 12th _gra.de), Garden Members FREE.

.

•
•

0

C hildren 15 years and younger must be accompanied by an adult

1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando
407.246.2620 • www.leugardens.org

@)CmoFQRJ,ANDO

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly-. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Ttail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
V,l\\W.d01plasma. com
I.

(

,
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· Place and view ads online anytime at:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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MY PERFECT SATURDAY?
IT STARTS WITH
GOOEY CEREAL, HUNKY
CARTO0N HEROES,
ANID ACTING LIKE
A OUSE POTATO
IN YJENNI PJ'S
'TIL IC CALLS.
ORS VE.
MAYB GREG.
ALEX, F RSURE.
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JENNI

Only at Macy's 3-piece cotton

pajpma sets. $27-$36.
Shown:
Camouflage set with tank,
boy shorts and pants. $36.
Apple print set with shirt,
shorts and knee-hi socks. $36.

.
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•
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the magic of

•
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•
macys.com
ALL

51

.-

•
RE HOURS ARE AVAILABLE ON MACYS.COM

View our latest catalogs online any time at macys.com/floridacatalogs

This adve ement applies to Macy's stores in Florida. Prices and merchandise may differ on macys.com. Advertised items may not be available at your local Macy's, and selections may vary.

I*

Macy's is hiring!

Apply online at macysJOBS.com
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Chicago students boycott in protest of fi.µtding
JENNY SONG
Associated Press

NORTHFIELD, Ill - More
than 1,000 Chicago public
school students boycotted the
first day of classes Tuesday in
a protest over school funding
and instead rode buses more
than 30 miles north to try to
enroll in a wealthy ·suburban
district.
About 1,100 elementary students and 150 high school students from Chicago filled out
enrollment applications Tuesday in the New Trier district in
Northfield, New Trier Superintendent Linda Yonke said.
Boycott
organizers
acknowledged the move was
largely symbolic: Students
would have to pay tuition to
attend a school outside their
µome district. But the boycott
of the nation's third-largest
school district was to continue, with organizers planning
to set up impromptu classrooms led by retired teachers
in the lobbies of area businesses.
State Sen. James Meeks is
leading the boycott of the district, which has more than
400,000 students, and said he
hopes the protest forces state
officials to act.
,
"I do not believe that a
child's education should be
based on where they live,"
Meeks said. He compared the
· issue to apartheid in South
Africa and said the situation
makes it difficult for children
to rise from poverty.
"We undereducated these
kids' parents, we undereducated their grandparents and now
we're in the process of undereducating them," Meeks said.
On'the bus ride, volunteers
told the children they were
taking part in a historic event
similar to the bus boycott in
Alabama in the 1950s.
Fourteen-year-old Tracey
Stansberry, a student at Corliss
High Schoo( said he was glad
to take part.
"It's on us kids," he said. "If
we don't, we'll be on the bottom."

J

.

PHOTOS BYM. SPENCER GREEN / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Hundreds of Chicago public school students line up with their parents to fill out applications in the New Trier High School as they boycotted the first day of classes Tuesday to protest une~ual school funding.

in Illinois, property t~es
account for about 70 percent
of school funding, meaning
rural and inner.:.city schools
generally end up with less to
spend per student than suburban schools in areas with higher property values.
Chicago Public Schools
spent $11,300 per student last
year. New Trier High School
spent $17,500 a student, near
the top in the state.
Peggy Richmond, who
accompanied her 12-year-old
granddaughter_
Skyler
Wjlliams on the boycott, said
she was forced to enroll Skyler
in a private school because of
the poor quality of the public

schools in her Chicago neighborhood.
·
"I'm still angry," she said of
having to pay $650 a month in
tuition to ensure her granddaughter gets a good education.
Chicago school officials did
not immediately return a
pho~ call Tuesday. They have
said that they agree their
schools are underfunded, but
that keeping students out in
protest was not the way to
resolve the issue. '
·Meeks said he expects the
boycott to run at least until Friday, and some parents and students said they're ·willing to
keep their children out of

school for as long as it takes er schools - . on Chicago's
to get state action on the . West Side, South Side, south
funding issue.
suburbs and downstate.
Meeks has asked Gov.
But the governor and legRod Blagojevich and legisla- islative leaders so far have
tive leaders to support a $120 made no promises.
million pilqt program. The
Yonke, of the New Trier
money would be distributed district, s'aid many factors
to four clusters of schools affect school performance,
high schools and their feed- including supportive par-
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ents and ·hardworking students. But she acknowledged that money played a
role.
"There's also no denying
the fact that funding allows
us tb·have smaller clfilises, a
deep and rich curriculum
and many extracurricular
activities," Yonke said.
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President Hitt opts to abstain from signing initiative
FROM

Al

'I don't feel the

proposal is
necessary If
you're 18, you
don't have the
maturity of a
21-year-old.'

As for the initiative, I have not
yet signed the petition. Obviously, this is a· decision to be
made by the legislature, and
UCF will uphold Florida
statutes."
The initiative is seeking
debate while using other countries with lower drinking ages
as examples. In countries such
as Australia and Germany, there
are significantly fewer reported
- MARY STARKEY
cases of alcohol abuse. They
FRESHMAN
attribute this to young adults
learning to drink responsibly
and learning to control them- behind lowering the drinking
selves before they get to college age," Hall said "However, I do
age. The initiative feels that stu- not believe it will result in a
dents in college will drink no decrel.j.Se in alcohol-related
matter what, but by making · harms."
.
alcohol illegal to them, they will
Hall continued, "I don't see
only drink more at dangerous the issue as simple as when collevels.
lege students can legally drink,
Tom Hall, the director of but how much they consume
Education and Training for " when they drink and how often
Alcohol and Other Drug they drink. Harms related to
Prevention programs on cam- alcohol use increase .based on
pus, disagrees with this ideolo- how much and how often one
gy.
drinks. The idea that when
"I understand the idea drinking is restricted, increased

use follows, is just that - an
idea. Science does not back up
this idea"
Mallori
Phillips,
the
advertising director for Late
Knights, agrees that lowering
the age won't change the way
things are.
"It depends on the person
and how you're raised," Phillips
said "It's not going to change
the way people abuse alcohol
Other countries have drinking
alcohol engrained in their culture. It's the cultural difference
between theirs and ours that
makes it to where it won't work
We're an instant gratification
society. If we want something,
we'll get it. It doesn't matter if
we change the age. If something
is illegal, you're more inclined
to go for it. I don;t necessarily
agree with that, but that's the
way it is."
While the college presidents
are trying to push for debate to ·
change the age, senior mathematics major Hyejung Kim said
it should be up to local businesses to p!ay their part as well.
"Bars around here let people
in if they're under 2i," Kim said

"and it doesn't make sense
since it's a bar and their main
purpos~ is to serve alcohol If
you want to go out and do
sornething around here, there
are no options but to consider
drinking. I mean, they should
open the bowling alleys until
about midnight or something.
You don't go ·to sleep at 10
o'clock in college, so what do
you do?"
Freshman journalism major
Mary Starkey does not see a
need for the initiative.
"I don't feel the proposal is
necessary," Starkey . said. "If
you're 18, you don't have the
maturity of a 21-year-old. I
mean, you just got your license
two years ago."
Freshman Megan Bradley
looks at the situation in a different way.
"Most 18-year-olds won't
drink at home when they're
young anyways," Bradley said.
"They're still going to go out
and drink. [The college presidents] are just hoping it's going
to happen. It's a false hope that
they're creating for themselves."

•
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AMETHYST INITIATIVE ARGUMENT
Lau,nched in July, the Amethyst Initiative is made up o~ chancellors
and presidents of universities and c~lleges across the United State~.
These higher education leaders have signed ~heir name~ to a pubhc
statement that the 21 year-old drinking age 1s not wo~ng, a~d,.
specifically, that it has created a culture of dangerous bmge dnnkmg on
their campuses.

.

,.)

The Amethyst Initiative supports informed and unimpeded debate on
the 21 year-old drinking age.Amethyst Initiative presidents and
chancellors call upon elected officials to weigh all the consequences of
current alcohol policies and to invite new ideas on how best to prepare
young adults to make responsible decisions about alcohol use.
IT'S TIME TO RETHINK THE DRINKING AGE

ln·1984 Congress passed the National Minimum Drinking Age Act,
which imposed a penalty of 1Opercent of a state's fe~eral highway
appropriation on any state setting its drinking age lower than 21.
Twenty-four years later, our experience as college and,university
presidents convinces us that .. .
TWENTY-ONE MAY NOT WORK

Aculture of dangerous, clandestine 'binge-drinking'. often
conducted off-campus-has developed.
Alcohol education that mandates abstinence as the onlylegal option
has not resulted in significant constructive behavioral change among
our students.
· .
.
Adults younger than 21 are deemed capable cif voting,signing
contracts, serving on juries and enlisting in the military,but are told they
are not mature en·ough to have a beer.
.
By choosing to use fake IDs, students make ethical compromises that
erode respect for the law.

0
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PROBLEMS WITH PROHIBITION

·vei,• onwireless

I

I

We call upon our elected officials:
To support an informed and dispassionate public debate over the
effects of the 21 year-old drinking age.
To consider whether the 10% highway fund "incentive"encourages or
inhibits that debate.
To invite new ideas about the best ways to prepare young adults to
make responsible decisions about alcohol.
We pledge ourselves and our institutions to playing a vigorous,
constructive role as these critical discussions unfold.
WWW.AMETHYSTINITIATIVE.ORG
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Senate president says vote was fair, based on facts
FROM

f
j.
1

Al

''No one should have t.h~ir
minds made up. Student Conduct has no bearing on this
hearing. Titls is not a religious
ordeal," Oreste said
The LJR Committee was
allowed to question the witnesses about the events that
took place on July 29. Afterwards, Cook would be given
the opportunity to crossexamine any of the witnesses.
Anthony Furbusli, former
SGA presidential candidate
and one of the individuals
that filed an affidavit, was
called to the stand and made
clear to those in the hearing.
that Cook's behavior in the
mass was far from acceptable.
''He made a mockery out of
a student organization," Furbush said "That is not what a
senator does."
Furbush went on to discuss
the conflict-of-interest charge
made against Cook
"If you make a statement
that someone shouldn't be
funded because of religion, I
would consider that a conflict
of interest."
Benjamin Collard, Cook's
friend who had been with him
at the Catholic Campus Ministry's· Mass, was on the committee and also served as a
witness. There were mixed
opinions about Collard being
able to participate as a member of the Senate during the
hearing, but according to
Oreste, Collard had every right,
to be there.
''.As an elected student
senator, Mr. Collard had every
right to participate in the hearing," Oreste said. "Whether
acting as a member of the LJR
Committee or a senator-atlarge, he had the right to ask
questions, and the choice to
vote was his alone."
Some people at the hearing
felt that Coll~d worked harder to defend himself and Cook

than to find the truth through
the statements of the witness.cs.
''I think a couple senators
are sensing a conflict of interest that a friend of Cook's is on
the senate deciding his fate,"
Conference Registration and
Travel Chair Will Lusk said.
''Based on the questions, I feel
that Collard has been defending himself and Senator
Cook"
While on the stand, Senator
Collard said that side conversations were happening
throughout the mass, and that
he and Cook were speaking in
low voices to avoid disruption.; however, Michelle Ducker of Catholic Campus Ministries disagreed
"Both Mr. Cook and Mr.
Collard spoke loud in the
mass," Ducker said. "Cook
even read 'Protestants say
what Catholics do is devil worship' from a history book he
had with him."
Ducker explained that she
offered to answer any questions they had regarding Mass
or Catholic Campus Ministries after the Mass ended in
an attempt to qiliet them. Collard had informed Ducker that
Cook and he were from SGA
"That's the shocking part,"
Duc):cer said. "I thought they
·would act as leaders."
Cook drew the attention of
many people in the congregation when he removed the
wafer from his mouth. Ducker
said. She admitted to grabbing
Cook's hand in an atte:i;npt to
remove the Eucharist from his
hand.
"His action of taking it out
of his mouth was sacrilegious,"
Ducker said.
When Cook was called to
the stand, he said that he
thought there would be a
recess because he needed to
use the restroom. Only after
causing a scene did he exit the
room.
"In a proceeding where a
Senator was being evaluated

ister Joshua Swallows. He was
not at the actual hearing,
which prevented Cook from
cross-examining him.
"Joshua Swallow's testimonies were false and he didn't testify at the hearing, so I
couldn't question him," said
Cook "LJR got to question
him, and I never was able. I'm
pretty upset about that
because I think if I could have
questioned him it would have
been unanimous. I think it's
ridiculous."
Cook is convinced that
everyone in the senate had
made up their minds when
they walked in the room. He
was most disgruntled about
the fact that he did not get to
refute the charges and question all of the witnesses as it
stated he was able in the
statutes.
SARAH ROGERS / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
"I didn't respect anyone on
Members of SGA sit around a table to vote on the three charges brought against Webster Cook Thursday evening. The three charges he
faced were malfeasance, misfeasance and conflict of interest. By a 22-7-1 vote, he was found guilty of misfeasance and removed from office. the se_n ate, or at least very few
of them. I answered every
based on his behavior as a stu- based upon the information dence presented
question honestly and that's
dent leader, I think the bath- presented
''I would hope not," Lusk the best I could do," said Cook
room break incident lacked
The seven-person caucus said in regard to Collard's ''What I was convicted of was
professionalism," Oreste said.
voted to put all three charges accus~tion. ''.Any senator with misfeasance, and not once
After returning, Cook took to vote.
misgivings would not have during that hearing did anyone
the stand and said he was a
Ballots were filled out by all showed up or would have come up with an argument
Catholic and even mentioned senators for each of the 1;hree abstained."
where I did something unjust.
he attended Catholic school at charges once the LJR CommitSenate President Brian They were in a hurry because
one point. Cook said that con- tee returned to the hearing. Peterson felt the hearing was Brian Peterson set a time limit.
versations were held at a whis- They had the option to vote fair.
· More people wanted to ask
pering level and explained that for, against, or abstain.
"Trials are never a good questions and they just moved
Ducker tried to pressure him
Cook was cleared on the thing, but sometimes they are to vote, so all the people that
to consume the wafer or charge
of
malfeasance, necessary. I believe it was a had their hands raised didn't
return it.
defined as a wrongful act in fair vote and that the senate get the chance to ask ques"She said she would make a the ex-ecution of a SGA mem- voted on the facts," Peterson tions."
huge scene if I didn't eat it," ber's duties, in a 7-22-1 deci- . said
Oreste felt that the hearing
Cook said. "She used social sion. He was then found guilty
Oreste stated that his job as went well and that there was
pressure to get me to do some- by a 22-7-1 vote for misfea- LJR chair was .not to be con- , ample time for questions.
thing."
sance. The conflict-of-interest cerned w,ith the outcome of
Since Cook was removed
Cook had the opportunity charge was not voted on the hearing, but to provide his from his position by a twoto cross-examine all ofthe wit- because the second charge fellow senators with informa- • thirds vote of the Senate, he will
nesses and had ·a very short list was enough to remove Cook tion so that they could have not be allowed to run for reof questions that primarily · from office.
the ability to make a decision election for the rest ofhis career
focused on whether Cook
"I think that was a travesty," concerning the matter.
at UCF. Cook said that this is no
made clear .at any point that he said Brian Cook, Webster's
Cook was upset that every inconvenience for him.
was from or representing father. "If you're going to do witness that testified said they
"I have better things to do,"
SGA All witnesses.said no.
something, you can't do it . didn't hear him say at the Mass said Cook "I wasn't going to
After the questioning took halfway."
that he was from SGA, but he run for re-election and there
place, the LJR Committee left
Collard agreed with Cook's was still impeached. One of are only a few weeks until
the room to hoid a caucus, father and said that he felt the the testixnonies given to the then, so it doesn't make a difwhich allows them to discuss Senate voted against Cook out senators at the hearing was ference. Who knows, it might
and make a recommendation of dislike, not due to the evi- that of Assistant Campus Min- help my grades."

Move will save water, cut waste Grant program to be created
FROM

Al

Aramark believes that
trayless dining will encourage students to go green.
Many universities were
hesitant- to remove trays
because they are culturally
accepted.
Universities
believe their customers may
be inconvenienced by the
change, according to Aramark's study. A survey conducted by Aramark included
92,000 students, staff and faculty. They were asked
whether they would accept
the removal of trays to reduce
waste on campus, and 79 percent said yes.
Bream said that benefits to
students will include helping
the community save water,
conserve energy and reduce
food waste. She believes that
it is a benefit in itself to preserve resources for future
generations. Trays are still
~vailable for customers with
disabilities or visitors who
strongly feel they need trays
to have a proper dining experience, Bream said
"It would be nice if they

had trays, but it is good to see
they're trying to conserve
water," said freshman legal
studies J}'lajor Austin Turner.
"Lower food prices in return
for our sacrifice would be
nice too."
"It's a little inconvenient to
have to carry two big plates of
food, but I understand if
they're trying to conserve
water," Natalie Hannah, a
freshman accounting/music
major said.
Trays have been removed
from Knightro's dining facility on the east side of the
Arena as well. Knightro's, an
all-you-can-eat restaurant
that is open for lunch .and
dinner, opened on Aug. 21. It
will also be open on gamedays.
''.At UCF, our en:ergy bills
have increased from $13.9
million in 2006-2007 to $14.9
million in 2007-2008. We
anticipate our electric bills
alone to total $17.1 million in
2008-2009. We are experiencing those increases despite .
the fact that, through energysaving measures, we have cut
our energy consumption per
square foot by 22 percent

during the past two years. We
are paying more largely
because of rate increases that
are outside our control,"
Chad Binette, assistant director of UCF News and Information said.
In 2007, President Hitt
joined a leadership circle
known as the American College & University Presidents
Climate Commitment, Bream
said. University presidents of
this circle committed themselves to reducing campus
emissions of greenhouse
gases: Breain said that Dining
Services removed trays to
strongly support Hitt's cause,
yet have the least impact on·
the UCF community.
"It really doesn't bother
me at all, carrying around a
plate is perfect," freshman
forensic sciep.ce major Alicia
Norero said.
"Conserving energy is and
should be a top priority for all
of us in the UCF community,
and we are pleased that so
many of our students, faculty
and staff support our efforts
to maintain an environmentally
friendly
campus,"
Binette said.

FROM A1

oping sustainable energy programs will affect their lives,
their economic well-being
. and the planet they are inheriting. These gr;ints will help
, college students take the
reins of the movement to
make energy last longer and
have less of an impact on our
environment."
The grants require that
si::hbols develop and imple- .
ment sustainability·practices
in the areas of energy management, green building,
waste management, purchasing, tr<\Ilsportation, toxics
. management and oth~r
aspects of sustainability
regarding campus operations.
"What better way to promote sustainability than to
encourage our institutions of
higher learning to create academic programs to teach its
concepts, and to implement
sustainable practices themselves," Rep. Vernon Ehlers,
R-Maine, a House co-sponsor,
said in a press release from
the Great Lakes Bioenergy

Research Center. "Society
will reap the benefits of the
excellent return on investment gained by educating students in sustainable practices."
The act also directs the
secretary of education to
conduct a national summit of
higher education sustainability experts, federal agency
staff, and business and industry leaders to identify the best
practices in sustainability and
encourage
cooperative ·
efforts to enhance and
expand sustainable operations and academic programs
iri institutions of higher
learning and then apply such ,
programs to the workplace
and larger community.
The act was introduced in
the Senate by Murray in 2007,
and later in the House by
representatives Ehlers, Earl
Blumenauer, D-Ore., Rick ·
Boucher, D-Va., and David
Wu, D-Ore., Both HESA and
the Education Opportunity
_t\ct were overwhelmingly
approved by Congress on
July 30, making it the first
new federal funding for envi-

ronmental education in 18
years.
The
Campaign
for
Environm~ntal
Literacy
organized the broad alliance
of 220 colleges and universities,
non-governmental
organizations, corporations
and higher education associations including the Association for the Advancement of
Sustainability in Higher
Education.
"As members of AASHE,
UCF endorsed this legislation," David E. Norvell, Director of Sustainability and
Energy Management for
UCF, said "At this point, no
funding has been allocated by
the feds. Once funded, UCF
plans to apply for the grant
opportunities which represent a, good fit for -carrying
the university sustainability
programs forward,"
Jim Elder, director of CEL,
said in a CEL press release
that it is highly unlikely that
HESA will oe funded Florida's 2009 budget; however, a
push to get funding for it
included in next year's budget is expected
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UCF quarterbadc Michael Greco tries to escape from a South Carolina State defender during UCF's 17-0 win Saturday. In Greco's first start as a Knight, he picked up~ 57 yards on the ground, bu~ lacked quick decision-making in th~ pocket.

QB Greco incon~istent in first UCF start

·
I

PADRICK BIJEWER
Editor:in-Chief

t took until the third game of the season last year for Michael Greco to get on !he field In ~ t game,
against an overmatched Memphis team. Greco was ll-of-12 for 151 yards while also rushing for 77
yards and two touchdoWil!' on 10 carries.
. . ·.
His first appearance this season was much more auspiGious.
Greco made his first start for UCF Saturday in the Knights' 17-0 victory against South Carolina
.
State, and while it was far from his best performance, he did complete nine of his 16 p~ses for 90 yards.
"[Greco] made s0me good plays and some plays you'd like toJ:~ave back," U~F he~d coach ~or&-e
O'Leary said "But I do think you can see why he's out there. He basically does things with the ball m his
hands that causes defenses problems." ·
.
.
.
.
.
Greco's first half of his first collegiate start left much to be desired, which he said could be attributed
to nerves.
•
.
·. "I was a little antsy in the beginning,'' Greco said. "But I calmed down after I made a_couple of throws,
made a couple of runs. I just gotta stay a little more poised and go through my reads a !i,ttl: better."
Several times he held the ball until the pocket collapsed and was forced to run. He did pick up 57 yards
on his B carries, but O'Leary said he wants to see quicker decisions from Greco.
Greco said that there were
times when he may not have progressed through all his reads
because he was wary of forcing
the ball and causing a turnover.
O'Leary said there was "no
question" that Greco held on to

the ball too long sometimes and receivers. I think the one thing he
that better decision-making will . did do was take off running,
be key for this team to improve which he got some yards that
offensively.
way, but that's not going to hap. "I think he was late making pen against good football teams.
decisions,'' O'Leary said. "I
PLEASFSEE COACH O~'A17
thought we had some open

DEFENSE

Experienced defense leads path to victory
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

•
•
•
•

UCF Football's defense is supposed to be the team's strong
point this season, carrying many
players who have a bevy of experience.
On Saturday night against
· South Carolina State, the defense
lived up to that notion.
The Knights recorded their
first shutout since 2001, holding
the Bulldogs . to only five f"irst
downs and allowing no play to
advance farther than 13 yards.
But the players know that it
was the first game and improvements can be made. Safety Jason
Venson still found holes in the 170 victory.
"We missed too many tackles
and assignments that can't be
overlooked,'' he said. ''We will
look at the film [Sunday], correct
our mistakes and move on from
there. It was also nice to be able
to hit another t F for the first

SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FlORIDA FUTURE

UCF safety Sha'reff Rashad safety tackles South Carolina State's Oliver Young during the Knights'
17--0 win against the Bulldogs on Saturday. Rashad and the Knights' defense allowed 126 yards.

time this season. It was fun. and
we just need to clean up some
mistakes."
Just because there were some
mistakes doesn't mean Venson

isn't happy with the effort. A
shutout is something any defense
will take when it can get it, he

RUNNING BACKS

Weaver carries n1ost,
Murray scores TDs, ·all
four see playing time
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

The UCF Football team
won its season-opening
game against South Carolina State 17-0 Saturday night.
RUSHING ROULETTE
Many UCF fans saw the
All four running backs - Ronnie
game as the Knights' fast
Weavfr, Latavius Murray, Brynn
after the Kevin Smith era.
Harvey and Brandon Davis With that void at runalong with quarterback Mike Greco
ning backs, the Knights
and wide receiver Khymest Williams
used contributions. from ·
combined to rush 59 times for 228
four backs in their fast
yams. Altl}ough Weaver carried the
game, but none more so.
ball 23 times, Murray scored the .
than from redshirt freshKnights' two touchdowns.
man Ronnie Weaver.
Weaver says all the right
OPENING WITH AWIN
things. He knows his role
For the fourth time since head coach
and just wants to do anyGeorge
O'Leary joined UCF, the
thing he can to help the
Knights
won their season opener.
team win. On Saturday, his
UCF also won in 2004,'06 and '07.
role was · as the Knights'
starting running back, and
RUNNING MEN
23 carries and 84 yards in
The Knights had 59 running plays as
his first collegiate game
opposed to 16 pass plays Saturday.
helped lead the Knights to
victory.
"It was very exciting,"
Weaver said "My first start,
I kind had some nerves and some butterflies, but we as a team
try to prepare to come out and do our best."
Those butterflies must have disappeared quickly. Weaver
got the ball on the first two plays of the game and ran for 13
yards. He finished his first drive with 25 yards on s~ c~es,
but kicker Daren Daly's 37-yard field goal attempt sailed wide
left to keep UCF scoreless.
Weaver began the Knights' second series with a three-yard
rush, but as he cut out to his left, he was hit by the Bulldogs'
James Markus and committed a football sin for a freshman: a
fumble.
Although Weaver recovered the ball, true freshman Brynn
Harvey was inserted into the game, and he ran for 13 yards on
his first four plays. Harvey saw action in the first and fourth
quarter, running for 34 yards on nine tarries.
·"I thought Brynn probably got tied up with his feet too
much," head coach George O'Leary said "He's got to learn
how to slice and get out of [the backfield]."
Up next was true freshman Latavius Murray as UCF
entered its fourth drive of the first quarter. While Weaver saw '
the bulk of the work, Murray got all the glory. He scored both
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Volleyball opens 2-1 in tourney
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

If first-year head volleyball coach Todd Dagenais
wanted to see how his team
would perform under pressure in the season-opening
tournament, he got his wish.
The UCF Volleyball team
battled Jacksonville, Georgia
Southern and Presbyterian to
five-game matches and
ended up leaving the Georgia
Southern Invitational with a
2-1 record Saturday night. .
University of Florida
transfer Janine Williams
shined in her first action as a
Knight, earning a spot on the
all-tournament team after
compiling 58 kills during the
weekend.
"It was just one of those
weekends where we could
have just have easily been 3-0
or 0-3 or anywhere in
between," Dagenais said. "I
thought there where times
where our defense certainly
carried us, but Janine having
the confidence and the ability
to go up and hit fagainst the
opponents best block and
still find ways to score ~as
really crucial for us."
UCF opened the tournament Friday night with a win
against Jacksonville 3-2 (25-15,
25-23, 13-25, 27-29 and 15-7)
behind Erin Campbell, who
posted a career-high 22 kills

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Erin Campbell recorded a career-high
22 kills versus Jacksonville on Friday.

to go along with 13 digs. UCF
hit .333 in the fifth s·e t to
secure the first victory of
Dagenais' UCF career.
"It's a big mental path,"
Campbell said of playing five
games. "You have to stay really focused for five games and
that's a really daunting task. I
think what we learned is that
we have the trust to pull it
out."
The Knights fell in a heartbreaker to host Georgia
Southern on Saturday afternoon 3-2 (23-25, 25-19, 19-25,
29-27 and 15-12) before
regrouping against Presbyterian in the nightcap 3-2 (2225, 25-14, 25-27, 25-13 and 17~15).
Williams was the story in

. both of Saturday's matches.
She racked up 25 kills and
13 digs against GSU and pQsted
19
kills
versus
Presbyterian.
"Janine has a lot of potential that she and us are working together to unlock,"
Dagenais said. "I thought she
showed flashes of that, not
just in the totality of the
match, but certainly in critical parts of matches."
Campbell, who had a great
series with a double-double
in each match, said that she
was just happy to see the
growth of her team in action
other than in practice.
"I felt like we learned a lot,
especially playing an opponent not just ourselves,"
Campbell said. "We noticed a
lot of little things like our
weaknesses and defense and
things like that.
"What we also learned is
that whenever we dictate the
pace of the game, pass the
ball high and don't let the
other team affect what we do .
on our side, we are a really
effective team."
The Knights faced the No.
2 Stanford Cardinal in their
2008 home-opening match
on Tues.day night, but results
were not available at press
time. Visit centralfloridafuture.com for match updates,
and pick up Friday's edition
of the Future for a full recap.

EARN MONEY FOR YOUR
PLASMA DONATION
.

WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

The
Florida
Gators
knocked the UCF Women's
Soccer team out of the
NCAA tournament last season. On Friday night, their
match didn't hold quite as
much importance, but the
Knights were able to dish out
a measure of payback.
The Knights defeated the
No. 19 Gators 1-0 in
Gainesville.
The lone goal was scored
in the 84th minute off a Gator
turnover. Junior Yvonne
George scored off a pass from
Stacie Hubbard at the left
corner of the box from 12
yards out, beating Gator
goalie Katie Fr$}e.
It was the first time in the
14-year history of Florida's
women's soccer program
where the team had lost in its
home opener. It also represented quite a rebound game
for· the Knights, who were
coming off a season-opening
5-0 defeat to Florida State on
Aug.25.
"Whenever you play a big
in-state rival, it's always an ·
important game," UCF head
coach . Amanda Cromwell
said in a press release. "To
give Florida its first homeopening loss in program history is obviously something
the!ie girls can be proud of.
"After we lost to Florida
State 5-0, we really pushed
this team hard all week and
challenged them ·a lot.
COURTESY HARRISON DIAMOND / INDEPENDENT FLORIDA ALLIGATOR
Although we weren't perfect
tonight, it was a complett: UCF's Katie Jackson and Florida's Lindsay Thompson go up for a ball during the Knights'·
1-0 victory Friday night in Gainesville. UCF scored the winning goal in the 84th minute.
team effort."
The first half contained
we had worked on all week.
little offense as both teams ONLINE COVERAGE
"We're now 2-1-1 against
combined for only seven UCF's Men's Soccer
UF
in our last four matches,
th
shots. However, at wasn't See recaps of the Knights' games
and I hope we continue this
nd
the case in the seco half. versus Penn State and Ohio State.
momentum throughout the
The Gators came out with a
striking attack; recording Go to www.CentralFloridaFuture.com year."
The Knights hoped to n9t
eight of their 17 total shots in
suffer a letdown from their
the first 20 minutes of the lenge, making eight saves.
second half. They outshot
''.Aline had a great game big victory when they played
UCF 17-6 and ha,d a 12-3 for us tonight," UCF associate th~ir home opener Sunday
.head, coach Col~y Hale sai~. against Hartford. Log on to
advantage in corner kicks.
But UCF freshman goalie "The [defense] did a fantastic centralfloridafuture.com for
Aline Reis was up to the cha!- . job of putting into effect what a recap of the m;ltch.
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We are looking for healthy, compassionate people who ~re
. interested in making $25-$100+ PER DONATION up to twice
a week. Plasma is used to make medicines that keep people
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Coach: Greco must trust arm
FROM A15

.,

"He's basically got to make
quicker decisions and have
confidence in his throwing
ability, which he has a strong
arm."
No play was more indicative of Greco's night that an
attempt to senior wide
receiver Rocky Ross.
Early in the second quarter, Greco completed a 30yard pass to Ross down the
sideline to the 3-yard line.
~ut later in the same quarter, Greco threw. nearly the
same pass - albeit under
pressure - and the ball left
his hand spinning like one of
Blake Clingan's punts.
The pass was short, and
the Knights narrowly avoided a turnover.
O'Leary wanted Greco to
have faith not only in his
throwing ability, but also in
that his receivers would be in
the correct spot when he
throws.
One receiver with whom
Greco did seem to be on the
same page was sophomore
Khymest Williams.
Williams caught five passes - four in the second half
- and played the role of
Kamar Aiken and AJ. Guyton
as the young wide receiver
well. '
Williams attributed. his
receptions from Greco more

SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF true freshman runnin9,,.back Latavius Murray, left, gets congratulated by fullback Ricky Kay after 1 of his 2 touchdowns Saturday.
SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF quarterback Mike Greco ran often when the pocket s:ollapsed, but head coach
George O'Leary said that he has to have more faith in his abilities as a passer.

on being the open receiver looks at his performance.
than any connection they
"I think there's going to be
may have had.
a lot of ¢ings taken out of
But O'Leary said that he that tape that Mike Greco can
thinks Greco will take a lot . really improve on once he
from the game film and will sees what's going on,"
be able to get better once he O'Leary said.

Bulldogs' _run attack shut down
FROM A15

"

A big re~on why UCF was

said.
'" Every time we step on the
field, we want to shut our
opponents out, no matter
who the opponent is," •Venson said. "lt feels good to go
out, shut the opponent out
and play some very good
defense."
The Knights allowed 126
total yards and an average of
2.9 yards per play to South
Carolina State. Venson also
added his seventh career
interception in _the first quarter.
Head
coach
George
O'Leary said that he ~as
pleased with his secondary's
play, but wanted to see a.little
more out ofhis defensive line,
which had only one sack in
the game.
"Defensively, I thought
they played very well,"
O'Leary said. "They tackled
well for it being the first
game. I do think that they
made plays when they had
the opportunity to make
them. We need to im-prove on
some pass rush."
Coming into the game, the
Knights were wary of the
South Carolina State offense
that put up 401 yards of total
offense per game last season

able to keep the Bulldogs well
below that number is that it
was able to stop star running
back William Ford. He gained
more than 1,300 yards last
season, but could muster just
36 yards on 12 carries versus
the Knights.
Linebacker
Jordan
Richards led the Knights
with seven total tackles, followed by fellow linebackers
Chance Henderson and
Lawrence Young, who had six
and five tackles, respectively.
Despite the offensive unit
not capitalizing on good field
position given to them by the
defense, safety Sha'reff
Rashad is confident that the
offense will come around.
·
"One thing that we have
always said is that it always
takes the .offense a little
longer than the a.efense to get
going," he said. ''We definitely have faith in the offense, we
·are not worried about if at all.
We know they will be able to
come out on a weekly basis
and put the points up that we
need to win
''.As far as defense, we take
pride in holding a team to the
least amount of points as pos- .
sible. [Saturday], we were
able to hold them to zero, so
even if the offense puts up

three points on the board,
there is something we feel
like as long as there are points
out there, it's our job to hold
the other team."
The Knights' defense will
now ~ its attention to Saturday as UCF welcomes•rival
No.17 South Florida to Brigµt
House Networks Stadium. '
Last season, the Knights ·
allowed 543 total yards to the
Bulls in a 64-12 blowout and
couldn't find a way to stop
quarterback Matt Grothe. He
gained more than 300 combined yards on the ground
and through the air, and
scored four times. .
· UCF will face a defense
that includes returning AllAmerican defensive end
George Selvie, who had 31.5
tackles for loss a last season
to go along with 14.5 sacks.
Venson and the rest of the
Knights are looking forward
to getting some redemption
froi;n last st::,ason on national
tel~vision The game will be
broadcast on ESPN2 at 7 p.m.
Saturday.
'We're excited that we get
a chance to play South Florida," Venson said"... They've
got to come to us this year
and we're excited to get out
there and get play on national
TV next week."

·Ground game dominates offense
FROM

A15

.

of the Knights' touchdowns a one-yard plunge in the second quarter and a seven-yard
scamper to finish the scoring
in the fourth.
. O'Leary didn;t say that
Murray would continue to be
the team's goal line back, l;mt
did say·that he showed good
misdirection skills and body
lean. Murray recorded 43
yards on ll carries to go with
those two touchdowns.
Finally, true freshman Brandon Davis entered .the game
midway through the second
quarter. He carried the ball
only twice for seven yards, but
O'Leary said that he could
have had more yards if the
offensive line did a better job
ofblocking.
Overall, the four freshmen
~ gained 161 yards on 45 carries

and scored both of the team's through practice and film
touchdowns.
Collectively, study.
those numbers sound a bit like
· The Knights ended the
those that were put ·up by game with 59 total rushing
Smith on regularity, and the attempts to just 16 passes with
runners know what situation quarterback Mike Greco conthey've been put into.
tributing 13 of those rushes.
''.As a unit, as a team, we feel They will continue to utilize
a responsibility - not pres- four running backs in each
sure - to uphold.t:}:i.e standard $ame, but O'Leary said having
that was set before us,'' Weaver a run-pass ratio of more than
said. 'We understand that three to one isn't going work
Kevin did leave big shoes to against a team like the one
fill We're trying our best to go UCF will face Saturday: No. 17
out . and prove to everybody South Florida
that we can fill the shoes."
"I don't think you can do
O'Leary said he was gener- that agalllSt any team that is a
ally happy with the opening top-ranked team," he said. "I
night result from the running wanted to see what our runbacks. He accomplished his ning backs could do. We .
main task of getting all four rushed three to one, but the
some experience under the key is did you get done what
lights. He did say they made . you wanted to get accom· some freshman mistakes, such plished? And I thought we did
as not cutting on the move, but I saw some bright spots in
that it can be corrected some of the young kids."
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hether we like to
admit it or not, underage drinking happens
on campus.
You've probably done it.
Your mom probably did it, too.
Of course, that doesn't make
it right or acceptable, but it happens.
From our college experience,
it's no surprise to see drink specials, low covers and booming
music luring students away
from their dorm rooms and
apartments and into local bars
night after night.
It's also no surprise to see
fake I.D.s, twice-used wristbands and a plethora of underage underclassmen sloppily
milling_about the sticky floors
and unsanitary countertops that
define our local nightlife.
But what so many of us forget on these drunken excursions is that when we turned 18
we earned the privilege to serve
in the military, pay taxes and
receive jury duty; but getting
crunk is not something we're
entitled.
However, a recent document,
!mown as the Amethyst Initiative, that has been signed by
more than 100 college presidents across the nation has
called for a change to lower the
drinking age to 18.
Unfortunately, our very own
President Hitt has denied signing the petition, saying he
would rather let higher legislature take command.
The Future believes that
abstaining was a poor decision. .
The potential lowering of the
ctl"inking age could have a vari-

ety of benefits for everyone.
To begin, we'll play on the
old argument that if we as
American citizens can serve in
the armed forces, pay taxes,
move out of our parents homes,
go to strip clubs, buy lottery
tickets and smoke cigarettes, we
ought to be given the same
rights as those who are only
three years older.
Additionally, think of how
much this could save taxpayer
money when we don't have to
pay police to raid college bars.
If you have to be 18 to get in,
there shouldn't be a huge
demographic that were allowed
out past 10 p.m. by mommy and
daddy that sneak in under age.
Police could focus on things
that plague our nation regardless of the drinking age - like
drunken driving.
This way, freshman who go
out to the bar don't have to put
on dirty wristbands they find
on the floor between spilled
beer and muddy shoe grime
while hiding their drinks
behind their backs when police
come to search to bar.
This could eliminate hundreds of written arrests given
out each year to otherwise
innocent young students, students who engage in an activity
most people do regardless of
the law.
To top it all off, most of us at
the Future will admit, once we
hit 21, the thrill of drinking was
gone.
Once it was totally legal for
us to be out there getting a little
Southern Comfort from our
buds the Captain and good old

Jack D., it wasn't nearly the
same rush.
Same goes for being able to
buy cigarettes and lottery tickets or even being allowed to
drive.
We believe that if you make
the drinking age 18, there's a
good chance that drinking
won't be nearly as big of a deal
as it is now on college campuses.
Instead, these days, we have
freshmen chugging beers and
taking shots as fast as possible
so they don't get caught.
If there's nothing to get
caught for, this kind of absurd
behavior may not be an issue
anymore.
So as Hitt steps aside, not
partaking in this effort to fix a
law that should have been
mend~d years ago, we frown on
the fact that a simple signature
could have made this nation
one step closer to giving all
Americans the fairness and
equal treatment they deserve as
legal adults.
But until that fine day
comes, we here at the Future
will remain in support of the
laws, hopefully encouraging .
young people to stick to the
rules and stay safe when having
a night out on the town.
Abusing alcohol is something that is often life-altering,
causing heartache to many. For
now, the best thing we can do is
prove that at 18 we are responsible, mature adults who steer
clear of wreckless behavior.
Maybe if we prove this, we can
prove we're worthy of our
rights.

May the best ntan
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her degree in communications
journalism. She moved on to
work for KTUU-TV in Anchorage, following the path of a
hopeful sports reporter. To us,
a journalism degree indicates
she has been trained as a government watch-dog, something
desperately needed in Washington.
As far as her political career
is concerned, she served two
terms on the city council of
Wasilla, Alaska, as well as two
terms as the city's mayor. Palin
was then appointed ethics·
commissioner of Alaska's Oil
and Gas Conservation Commission.
Less than a year later, Palin
protested against her own
Republican Party for their poor
ethics, which in turn lead to
her resignation. Going against
her own party speaks volumes
about Palin's character, and her
ethics are what this country
needs.
This wasn't the only time
similar behavior was seen by
Palin. When she was elected
governor, one of the first things
she did was eliminate poor use
of government spending. She
sold a private that her predecessor had purchased using
tax-payer money on eBay, a feat
that took a direct stab at the
former governor.
Since then, according to the
Alaskan Governor's Web site,
she has, "invested $5 billion in
state savings, overhauled education funding and implemented the Senior Benefits Program
that provides support for low-

income older Alaskans. She
created Alaska's Petroleum Systems Integrity Office to provide oversight and maintenance of oil and gas, equipment,
facilities and infrastructure,
and the Climate Change Subcabinet to prepare a climate
change strategy for Alaska."
Meanwhile, she has given
birth to five children, including
the recent birth of a son who
was diagnosed with Down Syndrome. She has stayed loyal to
both her husband Todd, who
has worked for 20 years as a
production operator in the oil
fields of Alaska's North Slope,
and her family, who surely
bring their share of daily stressors and give her an understanding about the difficulties
that other American families
face.
Although Palin is criticized
for her lack of experience, and
the mere 626,932 people she
governed, we would like to
note that this is 626,932 more
people than Barack Obama has
ever directly governed as a
senator. She may not have a
past in Washington like her
Democratic opponents, but she
offers a zeal for reform that
Americans desperately need.
She offers enough principle to
back up the experience of John
McCain, and if McCain croaks,
she's almost 30 years younger.
In the end, we will only see
the true politicians as the race
heightens, debates begin and
teleprompters aren't used as a
crutch. May the best man, or
woman, win.

ast Friday, John McCain
picked Sarah Palin,
America's supermom, as
his running mate. Democrats
beware, because there's a definite chance that this mama's
going to !mock you out. Maybe
even literally. Have you seen
that lady hold a gun?
As McCain announced his
choice to applause in Ohio, his
risky decision has been met
with both criticism and praise.
- For Republicans, McCain
couldn't have made a better
decision. Picking a 44-yearold, go-getter mom was not
only a good balance to
McCain's grandfather image,
but it was one of the most
strategic decisions we have
seen in years.
However, the real question
is whether Palin has experience
to match her political novelties.
We believe so: Beyond her
feminine physique and eloquent speech, we see a woman
who is ready to take this country by storm.
Raised in a modest home by
two parents who worked at a
local school in Alaska, Palin
was brought up playing sports,
winning beauty pageants and
living the life of an ordinary
young Alaskan (which includes
moose hunting?). Her mom
was a secretary and her dad
was a coach and science
teacher. Her traditional middleclass upbringing allows Palin to
relate to the majority of Americans living this sort of lifestyle.
Palin attended the University of Idaho, where she received
·
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralfloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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Stubborn selling
hurts the Sentinel
more money; any arena out of
The suffering of
which it can squeeze more
newspapers - pun alert - is
money is something it should
not news.
definitely look into.
I would actually say that
But what does strike me as
they are dying. To paraphrase
odd is that .o ne of things that
one of my newer friends,
newspapers bemoan is the lack
newspapers are the boat at
of young readership.
the marina with the huge hole
You know what would
in the hull
increase that? Students reading
Around the country, publications are offering buyouts,
PADRICK BREWER the paper.
Students are the demographEditor-In-Chief
cutting jobs and generally tryic that will make or break the
ing to close the wound that
current news industry.
decreased ad revenue and increased
The Sentinel should not kowtow to
newsprint cost have created
SGA or Berkowitz. But they should be
That is only marginally interesting,
kowtowing to the students.
but with the recent developments
Historically, the majority of newspabetween the Orlando Sentinel and UCF, it
per subscribers are older. That means
does bring the matter home, so to speak.
that these publications should be doing
After months of negotiation, the Seneverything within their power to get
tinel will no longer be part of the readeryoung people reading their product and
ship program offered by UCF.
establishing a readership that will stay
Until recently, the program allowed
with them after graduating from college
UCF students free copies of USA Today,
and becoming professionals.
The New York Tunes and the Sentinel.
- The Sentinel wanted 40 cents per
The best way to do that is if it is free.
People say they wouldn't read the
issue - the same that USA Today and
Central Florida Future if it weren't free.
The New York Tunes get - but for SGA,
Well, the same can be said about
that was just too much of an increase
from its current cost of17 cents per issue. these "real" newspapers.
I have no desire to walk around with
Now I am tempted to side with the
change in my pocket so that I can actualSentinel, if for nothing more than just a
misguided sense of sisterhood: They're a ly buy a newspaper.
And that is unfortunate, because as
newspaper, we're a newspaper and we
much as I may dislike the Sentinel, it is
should be friends.
the best source for local information outBut it's just not true.
side ofUCF. It is certainly the most easiYeah, it sucks that the local paper is
ly accessible.
no longer free on campus, but I don't
Now, rm just a plebeian in the whole
think the onus should be placed on SGA.
legal sense, so I don't lmow whether SGA
SGA President Logan Berkowitz said
that he was willing to try to compromise, can require that the Sentinel no longer be
on campus, but it doesn't matter.
even offering a system of student subJ3ecause if it's not free, I can pretty
scriptions for the semester.
much guarantee that trips to those boxes
But he said the Sentinel was adamant
will be less frequent than the ones with
about what it wanted
I can't fault the Sentinel for wanting
the free papers.

Stadium ban busts
new Vera tradition
that was both practical and
I love college football,
pretty.
especially in the South. It's
I had my own Vera Bradley
not just about the game - it's
backpack with me when I
about the traditions that
tried to walk into the stadium.
accompany it, from food to
I was stopped and told backclothing to fight songs.
packs are no longer allowed
There's nothing like gameday
This is a new rule, since I
in a town like Tuscaloosa,
brought the same bag to
Ala., or Athens, Ga., - girls
every home game last season.
wear sundresses and boys
I was upset by the fact that
wear ties. The whole town is
BILLIE HARTL
Staff Writer
I wasn't allowed into the
willing to feed you if you are
game, considering this is my
a fan of the home team.
senior year and there are only so many
Unfortunately for us, UCF is misshome games left for me. But I was
ing out on some of the traditions that
angry that UCF is trying to stamp out
our Southern neighbors enjoy. It may
seem ridiculous to us, who wear shorts any vestige of tradition we have going
for us. I spoke with the man at the gate
and T-shirts to the games, but that
sense of Southern Hospitality and
and explained to him that there were
hundre.ds of girls at UCF with the
camaraderie among fans is enviable
same style backpack. He agreed that
and sets schools like Alabama and
he had seen a lot of them as the day
Georgia apart.
progressed, but that none of us were
As of this season, I think the whole
tailgating process is going quite well.
getting into the game.
Believe me, rm hot against UCF
Even in Saturday's inclement weather,
checking our bags - safety is very
hoards of UCF fans still came out to
important in this day and age. But there
grill, drink beer and support the
Knights .
were students walking in with bags
twice the size of my little backpack, and
At the tailgate, I noticed a fashion
I believe that poses a bigger threat.
trend that had emerged among female
We may have lost the battle for Vera
UCF students - a lot of students were
Bradley backpacks, but that doesn't
sporting Vera Bradley backpacks, in
various patterns, along with their UCF mean that new tailgating trends and
traditions can't begin this year. This
regalia.
football season, start your own tradiSome girls even had the backpack in
tions with your friends. Who knows,
a festive black and gold print. It seemed
they may catch on.
a tailgating_trend had emerged at UCF
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SUMMER SPECIAl!

And Enter To WIN One 01
Our WeelllV Prize DraWinasl

S545/mo.

100 Riverwind Way
Oviedo, FL 32765

Game Room

R•••rve Your Suite Todayl ~
(ja/) 407-359-2815 ~~
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Some Garages Available
With Remote Operators
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online, phone, fax.
inperson:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds
"'

"

I

RATES

325 ForSale:Automotive

B

A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

250 Roommates

A

350 For Sale: General
37S ForSale:Pets
400 Senrices
500 Announcements
600 Travel'
700 Worship

27S Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A

800 Miscellaneous

8

900 Wanted

-·

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
UCF Experiential Learning
Co-op/Internships. Earn a competitive
salary. Gain major-related work
experience. Work flexible hours.
Visit Ferrell Commons, Ste. 203, call
407-823-2667 or email
el@mail.ucf.edu.

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. + •
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com

..

100
125
150
17S
200
225

Rate
He_,Wanted:General
C
Help Wanted: Part-T1111e C
HelpWanted:FulJ.Tane C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B

100
Buy and Sell new and used
textbooks with University of Central
Florida students and college
students nationwide. Cut out the
middle man and try
MyTextbookSpace.com.

Eng/Journalist major pref.To transcribe
500+ pg to hard copy/disk. Proof/edit
book. Write to: C. Falco C3204-396728
7819 N.W. 228 St. Raiford, FL 32026
Horse ranch needs PT help in A.M.
Cleaning, Mowing, General Farm
Duties. Near UCF. Possible 1 BD Apt.
Avail. (407) 366-4834.
Pegasus Landing 3 bdrm re-lease.
$555/mo. Util. included. Close to
UCFNalencia. Female student only.
Sep. FREE. Call 407-259-8217
Pegasus Landing 3b/3b, $555.
Lakeview, fitness centers, pools,
gated, security, quiet roommates. I'll
throw in a hefty gas card. Contact
Michael at 813-843-6101.

Website Developer. Strong HTML,
CSS, programming (A~P or PHP,
JavaScript) skills req'd. Graphics
design/layout a plus. $15-20/hr.
resumes@vistaits.com

•

www.CS,idaFuturemm •Wednesday,SepU,1008

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

at/JC'si~68 I

WANTED: EXPERIENCED THEATRE
MANAGER : THE GRAND 12 in LAKE
MARY: Prior management experience
required. Prior theatre experience a
plus, but not a prerequisite.EOE.
Gopd pay and benefits.
Fax resufne to 321 -832-0208 or email
to lakemary@amstarcinemas.com.

UCF affiliated Apt Pegasus Pointe
Sublease 4/2 W/D, 1300 sq ft.
$495/mo. utilities inc. 3 male
roomm<:1tes
Move in ASAP Call 305-439-6980

The Crest at Waterford Lakes!
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym, pool
Available August, $550/roommate +
1/2 util. Call (407) 247-6423

ma

ROOMMATES
2/2 House for Sale 1 mile from UCF!
Off of Coral Reef Drive near Alafaya
Trail. Tile throughout, W/D, Central
Heat and Air, Large Fenced in back
yard, No HOA fees. Call (727)5441088 for more info.

1 or 2 Female Roommates N/S
Available ASAP. $475 includes utilities.
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673
Room for Rent in furnished 4/Br home.
1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
per month. (772) 359-2797

FOR SALE:

Room for rent in 6 bedroom

AYDIffERaEN(E
,, JOMAinKE
a young girl's life?
1

r

BECOME AMENTOR AND HELP SHAPE THE
MINDS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH
THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM!
Fur moreJ11f11mwtM1 CcmlrJrt (e<;t Scott ul (i,rl S<auh a((1trm (ou,1<1/

407.B9644l5cxt 1lJ1arowff~t1trv, (I>

wv
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Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

6
6
6 3

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

4

CROSSWORD

Acrylic (Sparkles, Sea shells, colors),
Pedicure, Manicure, Wax, Facial ,
Reflexology, Massage. Special 10%
OFF coupon online at:
Clubnailsandspa.com/ Appt call: 417384-8700 or visit CLUB NAILS AND
SPA 11229 E COLONIAL,ORL.
FL32817 (accross from SuperWalmart)
Creative Math Videos By College Math
Professor. From Pre-Algebra through
Calculus 3 Plus All Test Preparation
Videos. Call Steve@ 1-845-313-8795
or visit http://stores.ebay.com/mathvideos

WIN A FREE 30 GB ZUNE

ROOM AVAILABE NOW!!!
3/2 home off Rouse & 50. $500/mo
inc. utl. Must be pet friendly, clean,
and responsible. Contact Luisa: 954864-6271 or lkapanama86@hotmall.com
1 Rm Avail in 4/4 house. Private Bath,
Close to UCF in Oviedo, Nice
Community. Prefer Female. $500/mo·.
includes util. Call Mike 407-461-2999
2 Female roommates needed ASAP
for large 5/3. Furnished optional at
no additional charge. 10-15 mins
from UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

9 4

1

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

MISCELLANEOUS

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
·pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

7

Fabulous CLUB NAILS & Spa:

All Steel Buildings
Starting at $4,500
Can erect, Cheap Freight
Steel Prices RISING, Call now
www.scg-grp.com Source #006
407-641-0113

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse, clean.
$550/mo. Near UCF (407)620-3303 or
305-613-2200

© Puzzles by Pappocom

5 2

Florida's Hottest Adult Dancers!
Male/Female Exotic Strippers for
whatever your reason to party!
$25 OFF when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertainment.com or
407.227.1485 $$ALWAYS HIRING$$

NO CREDIT! NO PROBLEM!
GET A CARD TODAY!
GETACARDTODAY. COM

Automotive

suldolku

9 5

8

Full Size Bed
$7.5 Simmons Beauty Rest; box spring
and mattress, very good condition. I
have several. 407-616-9575

Condo, 3BR,2BA. Direct ocean In
Indialantic. Walk to restaurants,
WalMart! $435K. 321-368-1833.

I have an empty room for rent, includes
cable, internet, electric and water.
$450.00 Only females apply, to share
with same. Across from UCF. Contact
954-804-7280

4

$}3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

4
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First issue:
Each addl issue:
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ACROSS
1 Turn inside out
6 Pouchlike
structure
9 Sanctify
14 Indian
instrument
15 Baseball stat
16 Spooky
17 Muddle
18 Big bird Down
Under
19 "Divine
Comedy" poet
20 Moray_
21 Center
23 City on the
Moselle
24 Hot tubs
25 Frigidity
27 _down the
hatches I
30 Tower (over)
31 Planetary path _
32 Gopher State
37 Signify
38_on
(mollycoddles)
39 False god
40 Sought a deal
42 Flutterin~ sound
43 Burn a bit
44 All the rage
45 Meals
49 Narrow inlets
50 Binary
compound
51 Cornered in
branches
53 Had brunch
56 Edmonton pro
57 Ages and ages
58 Couch potato
60 Took a nap
61 Hwy. abbr.
62 Sensory organs
63 Dry runs
64 Word of
agreement
65 Folklore
creature
DOWN

2003 DODGE NEON, 89 K, $5799,
COLD AC. TINTED WINDOWS, FULL
POWER, GREAT CONDITION,
i='LEASE CALL 407-883-5828.
WWW.CORBANBROCKAUTOS.COM

1 Latin being

? Clinging flora
3
4
5
6

List add-on
Brit. flyboys
Proclaim
Plant starters

8/3/08

@ 2008 Tribune Media Sorvicoc,, Inc .

All ri:ghta rasarvad.

7 Equips for
battle
8 Warned
9 Hour of retiring
10 Acquire
knowledge
11 Banks of
baseball
12 Locales
13 Tarot users
22 Writer Fleming
24 Scam
26 Inmates
27 Dud
28 Bailiwick
29 Ski lift
30 Cubic decimeter
32 Secluded
religious
community
33 Begets
34 Ruler of the
Aesir
35 Narrated
36 t,lls. McBeal
38 Japanese
parliament
41 Declares

42 Buying and
selling
44 Bind
45 Perch
46 Banish
47 S1acks
4 8 Proficient

49
52
53
54
55
59

Russo and Clair
Surf sound
In addition
Abound
Scottlsh Gaelic
Funnyman
Rickles

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

sis
located Near Campus,
--407-679-1700 ~ -

www.workforstudents.com

Now hiring childcare professionals who love children.
Flexible, part-time scheduling, perfect for students!
Earn more on weekends!
Please call 407-828-0920 ext 0
to schedule an interview.
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UCFKNIGHTS

Title Sponsors

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF
Knights.

SlATE JAaM

lNSlJaAHC

Thursday, September 4, 2008
10:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Winter Park Civic Center

II UI O!IAL SOCIETY Of HIHA!lll 61845

A Hiring Opportunity Event

V Free admission
V Open to all business professionals, recent

How Do I Text UCFKNIGHTS to 44636?
receiving
4 •.,, sca·rt
UCF Knights
Football
Scores!

graduates and undergraduate students
· of all majors

V Resumes and business attire required

The Student N~wspaper at I/CF sint:L! 1968

.

For more information contact the NSHMBA Orlando
Chapter at 407.517.7142 or visit www.orlando.nshmba.org

Receive FREE, r eal-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future. Just text a ke yword. like UCFKNIGHTS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 4-4636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging races a pply
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